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Relevant File: 25/6/116
JOB ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE PROJECT POSITION

Applications are invited for two posts of Research Associates under Higher Education Commission funded research project titled "Baseline Studies on Wildlife Diversity in Selected Protected Areas of Pakistan-Phase II". The project duration is three years and as per policy of HEC a fix pay @ Rs. 15,000/- per month will be paid.

Qualification: Applicants should be M.Phil. student in Wildlife with at least two first divisions (one in M.Sc.) and no third division in academic career. Research/field experience relevant to wildlife will be given preference.

Application along with attested copies of C.V., transcripts, CNIC and other relevant documents should reach in the Office of Chairman, Department of Wildlife Management within 15 days of the Publication of this Advertisement. No TA/DA will be admissible for the interview.